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TIPS & TRICKS

1. Apply to a DRY Surface 
 Z Clear isn't just a cleaner, it's a safe protective coating that you're applying to your lens.  It's much like 
 waxing a car, you have to apply it to a dry surface so it adheres before wiping it off.  

2. Less Is More
 SPRAY: One spray will typically work for a pair of glasses. You can use more, but it isn't necessary. Using 
 less allows the surface to dry quickly before wiping it off and your spray will last longer.

 PASTE: When you apply the paste, make sure you use a �ngerprint amount (like chapstick).  If you see blue 
 on your �nger, you're using too much. Apply a thin hazy coating onto the desired lenses.

3. Microfibers are Supreme
 Z Clear works best with micro�ber. Not only does it not scratch your lens, but it’s also great at picking up 
 all the oil Z Clear is helping you get rid of! Nano�bers aren't half bad too but when stuck in a tough spot a 
 soft cotton cloth should do the trick.

4. Don’t Over Wipe
 When it comes time to wipe off that extra residue, give it the old Mr. Miyagi 'wax on wax off', but don't 
 overdo it. Keep in mind it’s not just a cleaner; it's a protective coating. If you wipe too much, the protection 
 won't be as strong.

 
5. Keep Using It
 The more you use Z Clear, the stronger the protection gets.  Continuous use will increase the length of an 
 application and the less you will have to clean them.  

*For Anti-Reflective Coatings: anti-re�ective lenses may still fog 
at �rst because of their design to refract light, but keep at it! Z Clear will start 
to kick that fog off faster over time. 
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Quick, Easy, & Covers Big Surfaces Stronger Protection & Fills Scratches

* Z Clear Paste does not remove scratches (there are no abrasives that will damage your lense), but it will 
�ll in small scratches, adding more clarity as you look through your lenses.


